What's New in the HPTN?

HPTN 052 Named Top Scientific Breakthrough of 2011
The year, 2011 was a momentous one for the HIV Prevention Trials Network. The year ended with the distinction of HPTN 052 being named the most important scientific breakthrough by Science, the world's leading journal of scientific research, global news and commentary. HPTN 052 was the first randomized clinical trial to demonstrate that early antiretroviral therapy can prevent transmission of HIV. Thirty years after the epidemic first surfaced, 2011 may be remembered as a pivotal tipping point in the fight against AIDS. Science Editor-in-Chief Bruce Alberts wrote, "In combination with other promising clinical trials, the results have galvanized efforts to end the world's AIDS epidemic in a way that would have been inconceivable even a year ago."

"This study provides definitive proof that treatment as prevention works," said HPTN 052 lead investigator Dr. Myron Cohen. "But this study is not the end of journey. We must continue to build on these results and develop strategies that will provide policy guidance on the use of treatment as prevention."

While antiretrovirals alone will not singlehandedly end HIV/AIDS, results from the HPTN 052 study have been catalytic. In her speech, "Creating an AIDS-Free Generation," U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton referred to the HPTN 052 study and the impact it has had on the fight against AIDS. She recommended that the fight include combination prevention strategies, such as expanding voluntary medical male circumcision and scaling up treatment for people living with HIV/AIDS. Findings from HPTN 052 are also generating new World Health Organization (WHO) policies related to management of HIV discordant couples, and prompting policy recommendations from the U.S. President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR). On World AIDS Day 2011, U.S. President Barack Obama called this "The Beginning of the End" of the epidemic and pledged to develop a national AIDS strategy that will establish priorities necessary to combat the disease.

Are you ready for the Annual Meeting?
June is right around the corner, which means it is time for the HPTN Annual Meeting in Washington, DC. This year’s meeting will take place June 22-27, 2012. Mark your calendars!!! More information is coming soon.

Making Progress

Be the Generation Bridge Partners Announced
The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) announced a new partnership between the Office of HIV AIDS/Network Coordination (HANC)/Legacy Project and the HIV Prevention Trials Network (HPTN) called "Be the Generation Bridge" (BTG Bridge). BTG Bridge, which is supported by the Division of AIDS (DAIDS), part of NIAID at the National Institutes of Health (NIH), was created as a short term project to sustain the momentum generated by the NIAID HIV Vaccine Research Education Initiative (NHVREI). The project will expand its messaging beyond vaccines to include information about other HIV prevention strategies, including microbicides, pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), and treatment as prevention. The initiative aims to promote...
The success of HPTN 052 has paved the way for expanding the HPTN portfolio and the use of treatment of HIV infection as part of a comprehensive combination HIV prevention strategy. HPTN 065 (Test, Link, and Care-Plus or TLC-Plus) is underway in the U.S., and HPTN 071 (PopART) will contribute to the understanding of the impact of enhanced coverage of treatment on HIV transmission at a population level in an international setting.

**HPTN 065 (TLC-Plus) Financial Incentives: A Structural Intervention**

The use of financial incentives (FIs) to support individuals in healthy behaviors has become increasingly popular. Insurers and employers have embraced FIs for weight loss, improved blood pressure and diabetes control, and smoking cessation. The idea is to help individuals make better tradeoffs between unhealthy behaviors (that have immediate gratification) in favor of healthier behaviors (that have delayed benefits).

One aspect of the HPTN 065 study is to determine if FIs can encourage linkage from HIV testing to HIV medical care and suppression of HIV through adherence to antiretroviral therapy (ART). HPTN 065 is a community-focused study that aims to determine feasibility of ART as a prevention strategy in the U.S.

At HIV test sites randomized to use FIs to promote linkage-to-care, newly diagnosed HIV patients receive a coupon that is redeemable for gift cards at an HIV care site. Participants receive FI for CD4 and viral load testing and FI for meeting with a provider to review these lab results and develop a health care plan. At HIV care sites randomized to use FIs to promote viral suppression, a financial incentive is provided to patients who achieve and maintain a viral load below 400 copies/ml. These participants can qualify every three months for a gift card, up to four times a year. The clear relationship between antiretroviral adherence and viral load suppression makes the use of financial incentives for viral load suppression a sensible approach.

Prior to the initiation of the study, training was provided to inform clinical providers of the prevailing guidelines for use of ART and management of patients on ART. Individuals who consistently report high rates of adherence but have poor viral load control obtain HIV resistance testing and drug regimens are adjusted appropriately. Patients who are found to have HIV drug resistance are still eligible for the financial incentives once they switch to a new ART regimen, remain adherent, and achieve viral suppression.

So far the study has determined that FIs are operationally feasible. With FIs, the question of sustainability is a legitimate concern. Research shows that the vast majority of behavior change interventions decline once FIs are discontinued. The HPTN 065 FI interventions will last for 24 months, with measurements to follow for an additional year. This will test whether incentives can significantly increase adherence and linkage-to-care over the duration of the 24 month intervention and whether the observed effect is sustained without incentives in the subsequent 12 months. The first gift cards were distributed in February 2011 and the interventions will end in March 2013.
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The national organization collaborators are AIDS United, AVAC, Black AIDS Institute, National Minority AIDS Council & National Black Gay Men’s Advocacy Coalition, and REACH LA.

**HPTN 067 Enrollment Progress in Cape Town**

As of February 3, 2012, 68 participants have enrolled in the HPTN 067 ADAPT (Alternative Dosing to Augment PrEP Pill Taking) study. This Phase II study is designed to determine the feasibility of intermittent dosing of Truvada as pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) to prevent HIV in heterosexual women and in men who have sex with men (MSM). In the first part of the study, pill-taking will be directly observed followed by a week without dosing to determine individual steady state pharmacokinetics (PK) for each participant. Participants will then be randomized to receive daily dosing, time-driven dosing, or event-driven dosing. Weekly follow-up calls will also be done to gather information on pill-taking and sexual behaviors. Results will help identify the optimal regimen for facilitating adherence and encouraging healthy sexual practices. This is the first HPTN study to use **Wisepill Technologies** to help determine when participants take their pills.

In collaboration with the CDC and NIH, a second study site enrolling MSM, is expected to open in Bangkok, Thailand in the upcoming
HPTN at NAESM: Where Are We Going Next?
HPTN was proud to support the 2012 National African American MSM Leadership Conference on HIV/AIDS and other Health Disparities. This year’s conference leadership theme was “Forward Together: Engaging Our Future Leaders” with the focus centering around engaging youth and young adults to continue to work on all facets of HIV/AIDS and other health disparities that disproportionately impact African American MSM.

A joint plenary session co-sponsored by the HPTN provided an update on the activities of the HPTN 061 Black Caucus and the programmatic activities of the Legacy Project/FHI 360’s “Be the Generation Bridge” project. A workshop entitled HPTN 061 Black Caucus: An Integrated Model of Community-Based Participatory Research provided an overview of the contributions of the HPTN 061 Black Caucus to the HPTN 061 (BROTHERS) study conducted in six U.S. cities (Atlanta, Boston, New York City, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Washington, DC). Attendees heard about community based participatory research (CBPR) methods utilized to influence the scientific paradigm traditionally used in conducting research. HPTN 061 is a feasibility study of a multi-component HIV prevention intervention for Black MSM.

HPTN 046: Cutting HIV Risk for Breastfeeding Infants
The primary paper for HPTN 046 was published online in the Lancet on December 23, 2011. The study found that giving breastfeeding infants of HIV-infected mothers a daily dose of the antiretroviral drug nevirapine for six months reduced the risk of HIV transmission by more than half compared with giving infants the drug daily for six weeks.

HPTN 046 began in June 2008 and concluded in July 2011. More than 1,500 mother-infant pairs participated in the study in South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda and Zimbabwe. Infants received daily nevirapine for the first six weeks after birth. Those infants who remained free of the virus were then assigned at random to receive either daily nevirapine or a placebo until six months of age or the months. In addition, the HPTN Executive Committee recently approved expansion of the study to include a domestic site at the Harlem Prevention Center in New York City, which will also enroll an MSM population.

Dr. Wafaa El-Sadr Recognized by IDSA
The HPTN congratulates executive committee member Dr. Wafaa El-Sadr on her 2011 Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) Citation Award. Director of the International Center for AIDS Care and Treatment Programs (ICAP), and professor of epidemiology and medicine at Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health and College of Physicians and Surgeons. Dr. El-Sadr was selected by IDSA for her outstanding contributions to the field of infectious disease. First awarded in 1977, the highly prestigious Society Citation recognizes exemplary contribution to IDSA and outstanding achievements in the field of infectious diseases in research, clinical investigation, or clinical practice.

Dr. El-Sadr’s work in infectious disease was launched at Harlem Hospital, where she led the Division of Infectious Diseases. Dr. El-Sadr is a leading academic who was among the first to incorporate treatment and research at the same site, push for community partnership in clinical trials, and integrate care for HIV and TB. She established and directs ICAP, a center at the Mailman School that provides HIV prevention, care, and treatment, as well as related programs in global health in 20 countries in sub-Saharan Africa and Central Asia. Through ICAP, great strides have been achieved in supporting expansion of clinics and laboratories, training and mentorship of staff, establishing models of care for patients and families and integrating services for the sake of achieving optimal health outcomes.

Dr. El-Sadr received the Society Citation at the 49th Annual Meeting of the Infectious Diseases Society of America in Boston on October 20th, 2011.
What's New in Prevention?

FDA Application Submitted for Truvada as a PrEP Agent
Gilead Sciences submitted a supplemental New Drug Application (sNDA) to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration on December 15, 2011 related to the use of the antiretroviral drug Truvada® (TDF/FTC) as a pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) HIV prevention strategy. Gilead is seeking FDA approval for a label change indicating that Truvada can reduce the risk of HIV infection in HIV-negative adults. Gilead's submission to the FDA follows three studies, iPrex, Partners PrEP, and TDF2, which found that TDF/FTC is safe and effective in reducing HIV transmission. These findings were in contrast to the FEM-PrEP trial among heterosexual African women. In April 2011, the trial closed earlier than planned after an interim review by its Data Safety and Monitoring Board (DSMB) determined that the daily oral use of TDF/FTC did not reduce the risk of HIV compared to those participants using a daily placebo. Additional results from the FEM-PrEP trial are expected in early 2012. The VOICE trial is also looking at oral TDF/FTC. The Truvada® arm of the VOICE study will continue until the summer of 2012.

First HIV Prevention Trial for Gay Men in Europe is Launched
The French National Agency for Research on AIDS and Viral Hepatitis (ANRS) announced the launch of Europe's first pre-HIV exposure prevention trial in men who have sex with men. The Phase III trial, ANRS IPERGAY, will take place in Paris, Lyon and Montreal, Canada and will include 300 volunteers in the pilot phase with 1900 total expected to participate.

The study will include men who have sex with men and seronegative

Scholars Program
After great success in its first two years, the HPTN is excited to continue the Scholars Program. The one-year scholarship program is for minority investigators from the US who are at an early stage in their careers. HPTN scholars acquire new knowledge, skills and abilities to further their careers as independent HIV science investigators, develop and complete a research project that makes use of data from completed or ongoing HPTN studies, and allows the scholars to become familiar with the process of doing research in NIH funded HIV networks. It also provides the opportunity for participants to continue their careers in the HPTN upon the conclusion of the scholarship.

Scholars are provided funding to cover a portion of their time (typically ~25%) and expenses including travel to two scientific meetings, and materials and supplies. Successful applicants will be funded for one year from June 2012 through May 2013 with the possibility of re-applying for one additional year of support through May 2014, subject to certain constraints. The accepted scholars will be named in March.

Scholar Spotlight
LaRon E. Nelson, PhD is a current member of the HPTN Scholars Program from the University of Toronto. LaRon is working on two sub-studies from HPTN 061. The first is a structural equation model looking at whether and how the quality (positive, negative, or different) of one's childhood experiences in faith-based institutions are associated with mental health and sexual behaviors among black MSM in six US cities. The second study focuses on understanding how sexual behaviors and other associated HIV risk factors differ by city.

LaRon says the scholars program has helped him learn how science is developed through the network and allowed him to use his expertise to add to the protocol development process. "I think all of the scholars have benefited from the visibility both they and their research have..."
transgender men who have anal sex with men without the routine use of condoms. The trial will compare two groups of participants; one given Truvada®, the other a placebo. Both regimens will be taken during periods of sexual activity. All participants will be offered free condoms, regular HIV screenings, screenings for and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases, and vaccination against hepatitis A and B.

This intermittent PrEP trial will include profiles of participants and analysis of their sexual behavior, including regular condom use, and if they take the medication as intended. Participation in the trial will last between 12 (minimum) and 48 (maximum) months.

**Mixed PrEP Results in Women**
The Microbicides Trial Network’s (MTN) Voice (Vaginal and Oral Interventions to Control the Epidemic) study was modified for a second time. An independent Data Safety and Monitoring Board (DSMB) met on November 17, 2011 and determined that the trial would not be able to demonstrate that vaginal use of tenofovir gel is effective in preventing HIV in the women enrolled in the trial. As a result, VOICE discontinued the vaginal gel from the study. This followed an earlier DSMB interim review of data (September 16, 2011) which found that oral tenofovir tablets were no more effective in preventing HIV than placebo tablets, resulting in the discontinuation of the tenofovir tablet arm of the study. This leaves one remaining arm of the VOICE study which will continue to test a daily oral dose of Truvada®.

This recent DSMB finding for VOICE is in contrast to an earlier tenofovir gel study, CAPRISA 004, which found that tenofovir gel was safe and reduced the risk of HIV by 39 percent among women who used it before and after vaginal sex, compared to women who used a placebo gel. Following the promising results of CAPRISA 004, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration indicated that it would review data from VOICE as the second pivotal trial to support possible licensure of tenofovir gel. However, VOICE results were not able to provide confirmatory evidence of tenofovir gel’s efficacy using daily dosing. The reasons underlying the VOICE findings will not be available until after the VOICE study is completed and all of the data is fully analyzed. Participant follow-up will continue until mid-2012 with results expected in late 2012 or early 2013.

FACTS 001, a Phase III trial testing the same dosing regimen of tenofovir gel used in CAPRISA 004, began enrolling participants in October 2011. Approximately 2,200 women are expected to participate at nine sites in South Africa, with study results expected in 2014.

---

**Coming Soon**

19th Conference on Retroviruses and Opportunistic Infections (CROI)
March 5-8, 2012
Seattle, WA

HPTN Annual Meeting
June 22-27, 2012
Washington, DC

19th International AIDS Conference
July 22-27
Washington, DC

---

**Hot Off the Press**
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Washington. HPTN 064 utilized an innovative approach to recruit US women at risk for HIV infection that enabled the study to identify and enroll study participants who historically would not have been reached with conventional recruitment methods. This approach involved detailed ethnographic mapping of venues frequented by at-risk women within communities defined by high poverty rates and high HIV prevalence. (Venues included retail businesses, laundromats, beauty salons, grocery and corner stores, street corners, bars, and parks).

Community partners worked with local leaders and visited local businesses throughout the week, including weekends and after hours. Sites chose suitable venues and recruitment times after conducting extensive cultural research in each of the studies’ ten ISIS communities. This novel approach allowed researchers to effectively identify uninfected US women at increased risk of HIV acquisition as well as HIV-infection among some who had been unaware of their status.

A community partner that was instrumental in recruitment success in Durham, North Carolina, one of the ten ISIS communities, was the organization Campaign 4 Change (C4C). C4C is a nonprofit organization, “dedicated to enhance the quality of life for all citizens and improve the image of our communities through extensive community service efforts to educate, empower and change the negative mindset of today’s youth.” ISIS study team members were invited to set up booths at C4C’s “N Da Hood Tour” venues, located in a variety of low-income Durham communities. “N Da Hood Tour” collaborates with government entities and organizations to offer resources such as HIV testing, employment training, job readiness, substance abuse assistance and GED programs to families in need of such services.

Program Director, Stephen Barrington, says these events allowed the HPTN 064 study team access to neighborhoods that often are overlooked. “Some people are scared to go into these communities. We serve as a vehicle to get them in.” Started nearly a decade ago as an anti-drug, anti-gang organization, C4C has expanded its community outreach efforts. “Our partnership with ISIS was a great way to raise awareness about HIV,” says Barrington. “It also gave women in our community a voice and an opportunity to participate in an important HIV prevention study.”

Durham ISIS Project Manager, Kemi Amola says, “Not only did C4C assist us in gaining entry into the community, they also provided us with safety and community sensitivity training. The training made our staff aware of the culture and norms of the target communities. They also raised our awareness of the different gang affiliations in the community, including important ‘do’s and don’ts’ to follow when working in communities with gangs.” Some of that information, such as what colors to wear and/or avoid, influenced selection of the team T-shirt that was worn during recruitment.
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Site Investigator, Dr. Carol Golin says C4C also assisted ISIS staff in identifying and getting to know community level stakeholders that had buy-in with the potential participant population. "Gaining the trust of community stakeholders, partnering with and attending events that the community values, and honoring and working within the cultural norms of the community are all elements that contributed to our highly successful recruitment and retention rates. C4C was instrumental in helping our team gather the tools we needed for ISIS to be successful."

### A Closer Look

#### Network Spotlights

In this edition of Prevention Now, we begin a new feature to spotlight the hardworking people who make our research possible.

**Lynda Emel**

Lynda is celebrating 15 years in the HIV prevention field. In 1997 she started with the HIVNET Statistical Center, which later became SCHARP at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle Washington. Her formal training is in biological anthropology, but she supported herself through graduate school by working for epidemiologists and clinical trials. After earning her doctorate degree she became a Peace Corps volunteer and worked in Senegal, West Africa for two years. It was there she become interested in public health. Lynda says, "When you live in a small African village, you become very familiar with a lot of public health issues common to developing countries!"

After returning to the U.S. Lynda worked on cancer prevention clinical trials until joining the Statistical Center. "It was a wonderful opportunity as I felt strongly that HIV research was very important. It also allowed me to combine my experience in clinical trials with my interest in public health, as well as my experience working in Africa."

From 1997 to 2005 most of Lynda’s work focused on supporting studies of Prevention of Mother-to-Child Transmission (PMTCT), first for HIVNET, then HPTN, including the pivotal study HIVNET012, which changed the standard of care for PMTCT in developing countries. In 2005 she became Senior Project Manager and now oversees SCHARP’s support of data management and analysis for all HPTN studies. She is also a member of the HPTN Policies and Procedures Group and HPTN Performance Evaluation Committee, SCHARP liaison for the MSM Scientific Committee, and with Deborah Donnell, represents SCHARP at HPTN leadership meetings.

Lynda lives in Seattle with her husband Carter (who works for the HVTN Core Operations Office) and their two cats.

**Phil Andrew**

Phil Andrew is a Senior Research Clinician working for the HPTN...
Operations Center. Since coming to FHI 360 in 2005, Phil has worked on projects across several DAIDS networks. Currently, he is the Project Manager for HPTN 068 and a co-manager for HPTN 069. He manages the former HPTN projects (now IMPAACT), HPTN 027 and HPTN 046. In addition to his project manager role with the HPTN, he serves on the Adolescents at Risk Scientific Committee and is the project manager for MTN-007.

Phil has worked in the HIV field for almost 15 years. He is a registered nurse and has a degree in Exercise Physiology and Biomechanics. After seeing the devastating effects of HIV/AIDS to those close to him, he says he was naturally drawn to the field after completing his nursing degree. Before becoming a project manager, Phil worked as a research nurse for a non-profit specializing in HIV/AIDS in Newark, NJ. Phil says, “I have no salient quotes, but I do enjoy talking.”

He also enjoys creating puzzles for his nieces and nephews to solve so that they not only believe him to be eccentric, but completely annoying.